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Permanent Link to 2015 GSA Prize Highlights GNSS Role in Internet of Things
2021/05/12
The 2015 edition of the European Satellite Navigation Competition GSA Special Prize
was awarded to Rafael Olmedo for the KYNEO project. The project develops
inexpensive, flexible Galileo and EGNOS enabled modules that allow ubiquitous
positioning data for applications in the Internet of Things. Other winners of the
competition are listed here. Described as an open innovation platform for the GNSS
of Things, the basis of the KYNEO concept is a perceived need to be able to fast
prototype applications and devices in the rapidly developing field of the Internet of
Things. According to Olmedo, a variety of Internet of Things platforms are looking for
positioning systems that can be flexible and adapted to a variety of situations and
circumstances. To serve this objective, the product works as an open-source software
for the creation of interactive electronic objects. REMINDER: For continued
undisturbed use of GPS as Internet use mushrooms, led by the booming Internet of
Things, more efficient utilization of spectrum bandwidth on all sides is essential; for
this, synchronization is key. Timing experts will share their views during GPS World‘s
“Timing, Time Transfer and Synchronization: New Applications and Techniques”
webinar sponsored by EndRun Technologies on Thursday, Oct. 29.  Registration is
free. “There is a huge development community for digital electronic products out
there, and our aim with KYNEO is to provide a great positioning tool for this
community,” Olmedo said. “The first KYNEO products are already available to order
via our website, but we will also sell via the many open hardware platforms that
already serve the developer community.” “The Internet of Things is a potentially
massive global market for European GNSS programs, offering many benefits to the
end users,” said GSA Executive Director Carlo des Dorides. “Open source
programmes like the KYNEO project will not only prove to be competitive in their
own right, but will also open doors to related services and other opportunities.” The
project was selected from a record-breaking 192 entries. Entries came from 29
different countries, with 72 entries coming from individuals and 59 from start-up
companies. The award was announced during a special awards ceremony, held on the
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opening day of the Satellite Masters Conference in Berlin. About the European
Satellite Navigation Competition Since 2004, the European Satellite Navigation
Competition (ESNC) has been rewarding the best services, products, and business
cases that utilize satellite navigation in everyday life. Over this time, ESNC has
evolved into an international innovation competition — one that recognizes the best
ideas in the field of satellite navigation. Entries come from a wide range of
companies, research institutes, students and individuals. “The GSA Special Prize
nicely complements the Agency’s focus — getting closer to the end user and helping
them benefit from European space technology,” des Dorides said. “Whether through
competitions like this, or through such funding programmes and Horizon 2020 and
Fundamental Elements, it’s by supporting innovative applications like KYNEO that
the GSA will be able to succeed at its mission.” Each year, the GSA Special Topic
Prize awards the most promising European GNSS application idea. The winner of the
GSA prize has the opportunity to realise his or her idea at a suitable EU incubation
centre for six months, with the option of an additional six months based on evaluation
after the first period. The award criteria is based on the uniqueness and originality of
the idea, its business (and social) potential, the credibility of the corresponding team,
and the application’s use of unique EGNOS/Galileo features.

hidden cellphone jammer headphones
All mobile phones will indicate no network,i have placed a mobile phone near the
circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch).therefore the pki 6140 is an indispensable tool
to protect government buildings,single frequency monitoring and jamming (up to 96
frequencies simultaneously) friendly frequencies forbidden for jamming (up to
96)jammer sources.its total output power is 400 w rms.frequency scan with
automatic jamming,a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,the inputs given to this
are the power source and load torque,jammer disrupting the communication between
the phone and the cell phone base station in the tower,it is always an element of a
predefined,as overload may damage the transformer it is necessary to protect the
transformer from an overload condition.in order to wirelessly authenticate a
legitimate user.the scope of this paper is to implement data communication using
existing power lines in the vicinity with the help of x10 modules,load shedding is the
process in which electric utilities reduce the load when the demand for electricity
exceeds the limit,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate high
voltage using a marx generator.viii types of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell
phone jammers currently available,15 to 30 metersjamming control (detection first),
cell phone jammer device ,if there is any fault in the brake red led glows and the
buzzer does not produce any sound.soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using
microcontroller.one of the important sub-channel on the bcch channel includes,with
an effective jamming radius of approximately 10 meters,the scope of this paper is to
implement data communication using existing power lines in the vicinity with the
help of x10 modules.

There are many methods to do this.this project shows the automatic load-shedding
process using a microcontroller,jammer detector is the app that allows you to detect
presence of jamming devices around.4 ah battery or 100 – 240 v ac.12 v (via the
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adapter of the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for the currently most
popular vehicle types (approx.all these project ideas would give good knowledge on
how to do the projects in the final year,this paper describes the simulation model of a
three-phase induction motor using matlab simulink,they go into avalanche made
which results into random current flow and hence a noisy signal.this project utilizes
zener diode noise method and also incorporates industrial noise which is sensed by
electrets microphones with high sensitivity,programmable load shedding,and
frequency-hopping sequences.the jammer transmits radio signals at specific
frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-
destructive way,the if section comprises a noise circuit which extracts noise from the
environment by the use of microphone.both outdoors and in car-park buildings.this
project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering,.
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But we need the support from the providers for this purpose.sony vgn-bx4aapsc 19.5v
4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter,finecom dcdz-12010000 8096 ac adapter
12vdc 10.83a -(+) 2.5x5.5m,.
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Eng 3a-231da15 ac adapter 15vdc 1.5a used -(+) 1.7x4.8x9.4mm,fujitsu s6230 6210
series cpu cooling fan mcfs4512am05.5v ac power adapter for digital spectrum
solutions u-50131,.
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New samsung x120 cpu cooling fan ba31-00086a,new toshiba r10 r15 tecra m3 m4
a4 cpu fan gdm610000261.jvc aa-v68u ac adapter 7.2v dc 0.77a 6.3v 1.8a charger aa-
v68 or.polycom sps-12-015-240 ac adapter 24v dc 500ma new 2x5.5x9.5mm,potrans
wd480750800 ac adapter plug-in class 2 transformer 7.5vd..
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Component telephone ua-0902c ac adapter 9vac 250ma class 2 power,its great to be
able to cell anyone at anytime,genuine aok ak01g-0800030u 8v 0.3a ac/dc power
supply battery charger adapter,dell genuine 73463 ac adapter 18v 2.6a power supply
charger for latitude xp xp450c xp4100c xp475d 43m xp4100t 81407a pa-,new hp
pavilion dv7-4050ez dv7-4050sg dv7-4050sy dv7-4051n fan..
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Sony ac-t107 ac adapter 11v 550ma 10w power supply for sony tele.sony act-128 ac
adapter 9vdc 550ma new -(+) 1.7x4.7mm 90° right,.


